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Break through barriers to  
show up as who you truly are…

that is the radical journey to 
self-discovery and transformation

"An introspective introduction to tarot card reading… each entry 
includes guidance for reaching the card and journal prompts to help 
readers better understand individual signs. Wall's flexible approach lets 
readers tailor a tarot practice that works for them."

— Publishers Weekly

FINDING THE FOOL: A Tarot Journey to Radical Transformation
ISBN: 9781578637874 • $18.95

"In this book, tarot reader 
Meg Jones Wall (@3am.
tarot) invites readers to 
look past the limitations 

and exclusions of previous 
Euro-centric, binary, hetero-
normative interpretations of 
most tarot decks and read 

tarot from one's own personal 
story…. Wall's book is a likely 
candidate to join the canon 
of must-read guides for the 

serious student of the tarot."

— Library Journal
(starred review)



NEW BOOKS FROM

Publishing for the Mind, Body, Spirit Since 1901

LLEWELLYN

9780738771335
$21.99

By combining the wisdom of tarot,  
aromatherapy, meditation, and  

everyday ritual, you can build a magical 
practice in alignment with your soul.

9780738767901
$19.99  

A friendly introduction to tea that  
features all six varieties, proper  

brewing methods, associated health 
benefits, magical correspondences,  

and much more.

9780738768519
$17.99

Provides a unique approach to using 
mermaid legends and lore as a frame-
work for spiritual practice. Includes 
rituals, devotions, healing exercises, 

energy alignment, and more.

9780738768731
$22.99

Love is the most common topic in tarot, 
and Elliot Adam takes the fear out of 
romance questions - whether you're 
finding a new partner or improving 

existing relationships.

9780738770109
$19.99  

Learn to confidently deliver helpful and 
accurate tarot readings for others. 

Find out how to ask the right questions 
and what to do if a reading goes wrong. 

9780738772615
$19.99

Features more than 100 spells for mojo 
bags, poppets, talismans, jars, and other 
enchanted containers. This is the spell 

book you've always wanted.

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20453~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


21 Days to Awaken the Writer Within21 Days to Awaken the Writer Within

ISBN: 9781401971816 | Lisa Fugard
$14.99 | On Sale Date: 02/07/23

21 Days to Decode Your Dreams21 Days to Decode Your Dreams

ISBN: 9781401971830 | Leon Nacson
$14.99 | On Sale Date: 02/07/23

21 Days to Explore Your Past Lives21 Days to Explore Your Past Lives

ISBN: 9781401971823 | Denise Linn
$14.99 | On Sale Date: 02/07/23

The Sacred Medicine OracleThe Sacred Medicine Oracle

ISBN: 9781401966782 | Asha Frost 
$26.99 | On Sale Date: 02/28/23

Beat Cancer KitchenBeat Cancer Kitchen

ISBN: 9781401965211 | Chris Wark 
$19.99 | On Sale Date: 03/07/23

Featured Title

Keep Looking UpKeep Looking Up
ISBN: 9781401963347 | Tammah Watts | $16.99 
On Sale Date: 03/07/23

It began with a flutter of yellow feathers flitting through the trees, 
casting beams of sunshine and promise that burst through her 
kitchen window. This was her sign to look up.

 Fall in Love Withupcoming titles to

Now In Paperback

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20451~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


GREEN WITCH: Your Complete Guide To The 
Natural Magic Of Herbs, Flowers, …

Murphy-Hiscock, Arin
 SKU: 127055 | 9781507204719 | $17.99

At her core, the green witch is a naturalist, an herbalist, a wise woman, 
and a healer. 

WILD UNKNOWN TAROT DECK AND GUIDEBOOK 
(78-card deck & 208-page guidebook)

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 125564 | 9780062466594 | $39.99

This is more than a tarot deck; it’s a guide for people around the world, 
inspiring them to share images of their readings, tattoos, … 

WILD UNKNOWN ANIMAL SPIRIT DECK & 
GUIDEBOOK: Official Keepsake Box Set …

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 128489 | 9780062742865 | $39.99

The 200-page hand-lettered, fully illustrated guidebook offers grounded, easy 
to understand explanations of the cards.

WILD UNKNOWN ARCHETYPES DECK & 
GUIDEBOOK …

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 132382 | 9780062871770 | $39.99

A beautiful tool for self-exploration, The Wild Unknown Archetypes Deck and 
Guidebook is sure to enchant readers drawn to personal study…

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 5,000 SPELLS: The Ultimate 
Reference Book For The Magical Arts …

Illes, Judika
 SKU: 98924 | 9780061711237 | $34.99

A treasure trove of spells and rituals rooted in magical and spiritual traditions 
from all over the world, this book is the comprehensive reference for

WILD UNKNOWN POCKET TAROT: Deck & 
Guidebook
Krans, Kim

 SKU: 136331 | 9780063113732 | $19.99
A compact version of Kim Krans’ blockbuster New York Times bestselling 
tarot deck and guidebook, featuring her lush four—color illustrations

ALCHEMIST (THE)   
(25th anniversary edition)

Coelho, Paulo
 SKU: 123678 | 9780062315007 | $17.99

Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells the mystical story of Santiago, an 
Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in search of a worldly treasure.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPIRITS: The Ultimate Guide 
To The Magic Of Saints, Angels, Fairies…

Illes, Judika
 SKU: 96373 | 9780061350245 | $36.99

The author of The Encyclopedia of 5,000 Spells introduces us to spirits, 
angels, demons and saints, how they manifest themselves…

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WITCHCRAFT: The Complete 
A-Z For The Entire Magical World

Illes, Judika
 SKU: 120535 | 9780062372017 | $34.99

In the fascinating Encyclopedia of Witchcraft folklore expert Judika Illes 
introduces readers to the mystical world of witchcraft.

MOONOLOGY ORACLE CARDS

Boland, Yasmin & Rowan, Nyx
 SKU: 129361 | 9781781809969 | $19.99

The cards in the deck provide answers to the user’s questions about their life 
as well as offering teachings on moon phases and moon positions.

LIGHT SEER’S TAROT 
(78-card deck & guidebook)

Chris-Anne
 SKU: 132091 | 9781401958039 | $24.99

The expressive people and symbols depicted on each of the 78 cards tell 
stories, ask questions, and provide answers.

STARSEED ORACLE: 
A 53-Card Deck & Guidebook
Campbell, Rebecca & Noel, Danielle

 SKU: 132043 | 9781788172882 | $24.99
A modern oracle deck for a new generation of mystics, The Starseed Oracle 
holds the celestial keys to awaken users to new energetic transmissions…

Enjoy 45% OFF these listed products & titles  
during the month of FEBRUARY

N E W  L E A F  D I S T R I B U T I N G  C O M PA N Y ' S
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ROSE ORACLE: 
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook

Campbell, Rebecca & Katie-Louise
 SKU: 137220 | 9781788172356 | $26.99

A breathtakingly beautiful invitation to reconnect with the Goddess and 
celebrate the sacred mysteries of the rose, nature and the feminine.

MOONOLOGY MANIFESTATION ORACLE: 
A 48-Card Deck & Guidebook

Boland, Yasmin & Menna, Lori
 SKU: 136059 | 9781788176521 | $21.99

A beautiful card deck to help you get in tune with the Moon and manifest a 
life full of abundance, magic, and joy.

WORK YOUR LIGHT ORACLE CARDS 
(44-card deck & guidebook)
Campbell, Rebecca & Noel, Danielle

 SKU: 129359 | 9781781809952 | $21.99
By working with its five suits and connecting with your intuition, you will be 
able to start living a life in alignment with who you truly are.

AFRICAN GODDESS RISING ORACLE: 
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook

Abrams, Abiola
 SKU: 136065 | 9781401963101 | $19.99

A breathtakingly oracle deck of 44 African goddesses, spirits, queens, and 
ancestors from many powerful peoples and pantheons…

SPIRIT ANIMAL ORACLE 
(62-card deck)
Baron-Reid, Colette

 SKU: 129953 | 9781401952792 | $34.99
This unique oracle card deck opens a gateway to Spirit through the 
archetypal energies of the living beings that share our planet.

ANGELS AND ANCESTORS ORACLE CARDS

Gray, Kyle & Moses, Lily
 SKU: 129936 | 9781788170017 | $21.99

A one-of-a-kind oracle card deck that combines Angelic guidance with 
Aboriginal, Native American, Celtic, and Earth based spiritualities. 

ANGEL ANSWERS ORACLE CARDS: 
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook (new edition)

Valentine, Radleigh C
 SKU: 132841 | 9781401959241 | $19.99

This card deck offers you trustworthy guidance when a short—but—sweet 
response is required.

DIVINE FEMININE ORACLE: 
53-Card Deck & Guidebook For Embodying Love

Watterson, Meggan
 SKU: 129363 | 9781401953645 | $24.99

In this exquisite oracle deck, scholar, speaker, and author Meggan Watterson 
has gathered together the saints, mystics,… from around the world.

ANGEL NUMBERS: The Messages & Meaning 
Behind 11:11 & Other Number Sequences

Gray, Kyle
 SKU: 132099 | 9781788173476 | $12.99

A handy reference guide to the Divine messages hidden in number sequences 
(such as 11:11) and how to interpret these messages from our angels.

MYSTICAL SHAMAN ORACLE CARDS

Villoldo, Alberto & Baron-Reid, Colette & Lobos, Marcela
 SKU: 128522 | 9781401952501 | $39.99

Alberto Villoldo, Colette Baron-Reid, and Marcela Lobos-have brought their 
wisdom and talents together to create this gorgeously packaged oracle deck.

UNIVERSE HAS YOUR BACK: 
A 52-Card Deck

Bernstein, Gabrielle & Ezra, Michaela
 SKU: 127785 | 9781781809334 | $21.99

These 52 messages, on beautifully illustrated cards by Micaela Ezra, will help 
you find strength when you are down, synchronicity and support…

ASK YOUR GUIDES ORACLE CARDS 
(guidebook & 52 card deck)

Choquette, Sonia
 SKU: 10591 | 9781401903244 | $24.99

This 52-card psychic-intuitive oracle card deck and its accompanying 
guidebook are based on the traditional Minor Arcana of the Tarot. 

SACRED FOREST ORACLE: 52 Cards To Open 
Energy Portals Of A Higher Dimension

Linn, Denise
 SKU: 135112 | 9781401960452 | $22.99

Colorful and intricately layered art adorn each of the 52 cards with depictions 
of ancient nature spirits and guardians of the realm.

SHAMAN’S DREAM ORACLE: 
A 64-Card Deck & Guidebook
Villoldo, Alberto & Baron-Reid, Colette

 SKU: 135111 | 9781401959128 | $29.99
The Shaman’s Dream Oracle is a collaboration between Alberto Villoldo and 
Colette Baron-Reid, bringing together the wisdom of his rich shamanic… 

GUARDIAN OF THE NIGHT TAROT: 
A 78-Card Deck & Guidebook

Cullinane, M J
 SKU: 137921 | 9781401969080 | $29.99

From the creator of the Crow Tarot, a animal-themed 78-card tarot deck and 
guidebook that reminds us there is always light to be found…

MOONOLOGY: 
Working With The Magic Of Lunar Cycles

Boland, Yasmin
 SKU: 124260 | 9781781807422 | $16.99

Did you know the cycles of the moon have a huge effect on our health, our 
mood, our relationships and our work…



6 MONTHLY SPECIALS

EARTH MAGIC ORACLE CARDS: 
A 48-Card Deck & Guidebook

Farmer, Steven D
 SKU: 107428 | 9781401925352 | $22.99

With these cards, you’ll be able to connect with the key spirits in nature and 
harness their unique elemental power.

GODDESS POWER ORACLE 
(52-card & guidebook)

Baron-Reid, Colette
 SKU: 133139 | 9781401959340 | $22.99

The Goddess is calling you to open up and reconnect with the universe in all 
her forms, Will you answer the call and receive her guidance?

MUSE TAROT: 
A 78-Card Deck & Guidebook

Chris-Anne
 SKU: 133449 | 9781401958329 | $26.99

The Muse Tarot will illuminate your path towards inspiration and magic with 
its bright symbolism and powerful Muse energy.

ANGEL TAROT CARDS 
(78-card deck & guidebook) (new edition)

Valentine, Radleigh C & Roberts, Steve A
 SKU: 129188 | 9781401955960 | $29.99

This is the first deck of tarot cards created that is 100 percent gentle, safe, 
and trustworthy!

PSYCHIC TAROT ORACLE DECK 
(65-card deck) (blue box)

Holland, John
 SKU: 98675 | 9781401918668 | $24.99

The 65 beautifully illustrated cards help you develop intuitive insights about 
relationships, career, and other areas of life.

KEEPERS OF THE LIGHT ORACLE CARDS 
(44-card deck)

Gray, Kyle & Moses, Lily
 SKU: 124654 | 9781781806968 | $19.99

The Keepers of the Light is a congregation of Ascended Masters and divine 
beings that are dedicated to the peace, healing, and nurturing of the worlds.

ANGEL GUIDE ORACLE: 
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook

Gray, Kyle & Hawkyard, Jennifer
 SKU: 134233 | 9781788173612 | $19.99

The Angel Guide Oracle card deck is a bridge between Heaven and Earth, 
bringing together 44 guardian angels with, loving and insightful messages.

FOUR AGREEMENTS CARDS 
(4” x 4”; 2-sided full-color cards in gift box)

Ruiz, Don Miguel
 SKU: 21757 | 9781561708772 | $19.99

Based on the book The Four Agreements, this deck provides a simple yet 
powerful code of conduct for attaining personal freedom and true happiness.

AKASHIC TAROT: 
A 62-Card Deck & Guidebook

Klingler, Sharon A & Taylor, Sandra Anne
 SKU: 127813 | 9781401950446 | $24.99

This unique 62-card deck is designed to access the profound energy and 
unlimited information that make up the Akashic Records.

WANDERING STAR TAROT: 
An 80-Card Deck & Guidebook

Pierce, Cat
 SKU: 136052 | 9781401964412 | $26.99

The Wandering Star Tarot is a compass for seekers and dreamers in search of 
the treasures that lie within the heart, mind, and spirit.

ONLY ASTROLOGY BOOK YOU’LL EVER NEED: 
Twenty-First Century Edition

Woolfolk, Joanna Martine
 SKU: 111592 | 9781589796539 | $19.95

This edition of The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need includes detailed 
information about how to cast your own chart and how to interpret it … 

MYSTIC MONDAYS TAROT 
(78 cards & guidebook; boxed)

Duong, Grace
 SKU: 132871 | 9781452176383 | $24.95

Mystic Mondays provides you with a stunning tarot deck that is vibrant, 
beautifully illustrated, and ready to help you connect to your intuition. 

WILD UNKNOWN ALCHEMY 
DECK AND GUIDEBOOK …

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 138604 | 9781797212579 | $40.00

In the long-anticipated finale to her bestselling series, The Wild Unknown, 
author Kim Krans invites you to discover the ancient mysteries of Alchemy.

STAR SPINNER TAROT 
(81-cards & guidebook)

Trungles
 SKU: 133480 | 9781452180069 | $24.95

Enter a world where fairies play, mermaids yearn, and threads of the familiar 
and fantastic are spun together to guide you on your own personal journey.

CUNNINGHAM’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MAGICAL 
HERBS (Llewellyn Inner Guide Series)

Cunningham, Scott
 SKU: 16767 | 9780875421223 | $18.99

In ancient times plants were gods and goddesses; spirits and magicians, our 
ancestors discovered the forces present in plants and harnessed them… 

MURDER OF CROWS TAROT 
(78-card deck & instruction booklet)

Roi, Corrado
 SKU: 133968 | 9780738766423 | $26.95

This captivating deck by Corrado Roi presents crows in all their gothic glory,It 
awakens your soul, bringing enlightenment as well as fear and disquiet.
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SANTA MUERTE TAROT: Book Of The Dead (22 
Major Arcana cards, 56 Minor Arcana cards…)

Listrani, Fabio
 SKU: 128738 | 9780738754383 | $26.95

A masterpiece of inspired imagery, this tarot deck is a powerful tool for 
working with the mysticism of with the Day of the Dead and Santa Muerte.

PSYCHIC WITCH: A Metaphysical Guide To 
Meditation, Magick & Manifestation

Auryn, Mat
 SKU: 133262 | 9780738760841 | $18.99

Exploring the relationship between psychic ability and magick, this book 
creates a foundation for accessing the potential of your mind, body & spirit.

ANIMAL-SPEAK: The Spiritual & Magical Powers 
Of Creatures Great & Small

Andrews, Ted
 SKU: 9897 | 9780875420288 | $24.99

Animal speak provides the necessary techniques for learning the language of 
their behaviors within the physical world.

UNTETHERED SOUL: 
The Journey Beyond Yourself 

Singer, Michael A
 SKU: 93721 | 9781572245372 | $18.95

In this remarkable book, author and spiritual guide Michael Singer explores 
this fundamental question, seeking the very root of consciousness.

CRYSTAL BIBLE: 
A Definitive Guide To Crystals

Hall, Judy
 SKU: 16630 | 9781582972404 | $21.99

The Crystal Bible offers a guide to crystals, their shapes, colors and 
applications,with informative descriptions and an easy-to-use format.

CRYSTAL BIBLE 2

Hall, Judy
 SKU: 102486 | 9781582977010 | $21.99

Fans of the original Crystal bible will welcome this new edition with over 
200 more crystals.

CRYSTAL BIBLE 3

Hall, Judy
 SKU: 116579 | 9781599636993 | $21.99

This third volume of the best-selling Crystal Bible presents more than 250 
new generation, high-vibration stones for healing and transformation.

TAROT OF THE DIVINE: A Deck & Guidebook 
Inspired By Deities, Folklore & Fairy Tales …

Yoshitani, Yoshi
 SKU: 134551 | 9780593135143 | $19.99

Take a step forward on your spiritual journey with this gorgeously illustrated 
celebration of deities, folklore, and fairy tales from all over the world.

FOUNTAIN TAROT: 
Illustrated Deck & Guidebook

Saiz, Jonathan & Gruhl, Jason & Todaro, Andi
 SKU: 127912 | 9781611805482 | $40.00

The Fountain Tarot draws on tradition, but provides a modern and distinct 
approach to our everyday lives as a source of insight, wisdom & growth.

BE HERE NOW

Dass, Ram
 SKU: 11817 | 9780517543054 | $17.17

Be Here Now compiles in words the journey of Ram Dass through his 
academic career and his spiritual path to greatness. 

SACRED WOMAN: A Guide To Healing The 
Feminine Body, Mind & Spirit

Queen Afua
 SKU: 40213 | 9780345434869 | $20.00

After explaining how to transcend the taboos of growing up female,Queen 
outlines the full cycle of womb wellness from menstruation to childbirth …

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS TAROT 
(78-card deck & guidebook)
Siegel, Minerva & Larson, Abigail

 SKU: 134515 | 9781683839699 | $24.99
Let the spooky citizens of Halloween Town guide your tarot practice with this 
sumptuously illustrated tarot deck inspired by Tim Burton's classic film. 

DISNEY VILLAINS TAROT DECK AND GUIDEBOOK 
(78-card deck & guidebook)

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 135576 | 9781647221560 | $24.99

Disney’s most iconic villains have taken over tarot in this dastardly take on a 
78-card deck, featuring notorious ne’er-do-wells from classic animated films.

HOCUS POCUS TAROT 
(78-card deck & 128-page guidebook)

Siegel, Minerva & Schafer, Tori
 SKU: 137960 | 9781647225728 | $24.99

Bring a touch of witchcraft into your tarot practice with this illustrated deck 
inspired by Hocus Pocus! 

STRANGER THINGS TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK

Gilly, Casey & Szalay, Sandor
 SKU: 138071 | 9781647227432 | $27.99

Let Eleven, Jim Hopper, and other beloved residents of Hawkins, Indiana 
guide your tarot practice with this otherworldly tarot deck and guidebook. 

LABYRINTH TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 136754 | 9781647221829 | $24.99

Let Jareth, Sarah, Hoggle, and other beloved characters from Jim Henson's 
Labyrinth guide your tarot practice with the official Labyrinth Tarot Deck. 
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NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK GIFT SET …

Siegel, Minerva & Larson, Abigail
 SKU: 138075 | 9781647226985 | $45.00

This The Nightmare Before Christmas gift set includes a tarot altar cloth, a 
guided notebook for reflection, and a pouch to hold your cards and booklet.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 136376 | 9781647224813 | $24.99

Let Alice, the Mad Hatter, and the Queen of Hearts guide your tarot practice 
with this beautifully illustrated tarot deck inspired by the Disney classic.

SUPERNATURAL TAROT DECK AND GUIDEBOOK 
(78-card deck & 128-page guidebook)

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 135994 | 9781647224813 | $24.99

Join the hunt for answers with this collectible Supernatural tarot deck and 
guidebook, featuring Sam and Dean Winchester, their friends, …

BOOK OF RUNES: 
25th Anniversary Edition …

Blum, Ralph
 SKU: 96435 | 9780312536763 | $37.50

For this 25th anniversary edition, Blum has expanded and refined the runic 
system, making one of the most profoundly useful self-help tools the century.

MEDICINE CARDS: The Discovery Of Power 
Through The Way Of The Animals …

Sams, Jamie & Carson, D
 SKU: 31865 | 9780312204914 | $29.95

Discover the tool that millions of people worldwide are using for guidance, 
inspiration, and help in finding answers to life's questions. 

MODERN WITCH 
TAROT DECK

Sterle, Lisa
 SKU: 132698 | 9781454938682 | $26.99

With its diversity and all—female celebration of womanhood, this vibrant, 
fashion—forward, and colorful deck brings fun and fresh air to the tarot!

COMPLETE CRYSTAL HANDBOOK: 
Your Guide To More Than 500 Crystals

Eason, Cassandra
 SKU: 108026 | 9781402778711 | $19.99

Comprehensive and stunningly illustrated, this essential reference celebrates 
the beauty and healing potential of 500 crystals and gems. 

WICCAPEDIA SPELL DECK: A Compendium Of 
100 Spells & Rituals For The Modern-Day Witch

Greenaway, Leanna & Robbins, Shawn & Bedell, Charity
 SKU: 134855 | 9781454941736 | $24.95

With 100 key spells, this stunning deck from the expert authors of the 
bestselling Wiccapedia books covers everything the modern witch needs.

ASTROLOGY BIBLE: 
The Definitive Guide To The Zodiac

Hall, Judy
 SKU: 10637 | 9781402727597 | $17.95

The zodiac, elements, qualities, polarities, planets, house, and aspects all 
receive detailed attention, along with advice on putting it all together.

WILDWOOD TAROT: 
Wherein Wisdom Resides (78 cards & book)

Ryan, Mark & Matthews, John & Worthington, Will
 SKU: 109503 | 9781402781063 | $24.95

The Wildwood Tarot gift set draws inspiration from pre-Celtic mythology and 
shamanic mysteries,this new deck introduces us to classic forest archetypes

1001 SPELLS: The Complete Book Of Spells 
For Every Purpose (Hardcover)

Eason, Cassandra
 SKU: 123831 | 9781454917410 | $22.99

For love, money, career, for home: this comprehensive compendium contains 
a creative array of 1,001 spells--800 of them never before published. 

CHAKRA BIBLE: 
The Definitive Guide To Chakra Energy

Mercier, Patricia
 SKU: 89706 | 9781402752247 | $17.95

Through this exquisitely designed volume, newcomers to this alternative form 
of spirituality can understand every aspect of chakra power.

EMPATH’S SURVIVAL GUIDE: 
Life Strategies For Sensitive People

Orloff, Judith
 SKU: 130277 | 9781683642114 | $17.95

In this paperback edition of Dr. Orloff’s bestseller, offering a invaluable 
resource to help sensitive people develop healthy coping mechanisms.

CONVOLUTED UNIVERSE: 
Book One

Cannon, Dolores
 SKU: 16081 | 9781886940826 | $20.00

Exploring the questions like, Is it possible that you are living in other 
universes simultaneously with this one?, What is the God Source?…

CONVOLUTED UNIVERSE: 
Book Two

Cannon, Dolores
 SKU: 87538 | 9781886940987 | $18.00

The second book in the popular Convoluted Series, contains more mind-
bending metaphysical concepts that raise such questions.

CONVOLUTED UNIVERSE:
 Book Three
Cannon, Dolores

 SKU: 96119 | 9781886940796 | $18.00
Join Dolores on a voyage through time and space into the world of the 
strange and unusual and the unfathomable.
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MACABRE TAROT 
(78-card deck & 128-page book)

West, Sam
 SKU: 136155 | 9781925946734 | $34.95

The Macabre Tarot tempts you to turn away from the light and embrace the 
dark, while following the traditional tarot structure.

SEASONS OF THE WITCH: Beltane Oracle 
(44-card deck & 144-page book)

Anderson, Lorriane & Diaz, Juliet
 SKU: 137121 | 9781925946789 | $24.95

These cards align with your energy, helping you to unlock your inner wisdom 
with the help of powerful spiritual forces.

SEASONS OF THE WITCH: Samhain Oracle-
Harness The Intuitive Power Of The Year…

Anderson, Lorriane & Diaz, Juliet
 SKU: 134464 | 9781925924657 | $24.95

This beautifully designed and illustrated book and 44 card deck will connect 
you to the spirit realm to bring healing, understanding, protection…

SEASONS OF THE WITCH: 
Yule Oracle (44-card deck & 144-page book)

Anderson, Lorriane & Diaz, Juliet
 SKU: 136145 | 9781925946222 | $24.95

With this book and deck you’ll discover 44 healing messages to align you 
with the divine wisdom of the year’s darkest night and the celebration of…

TA P E S T R Y  P R O D U C T S

FEATURING THROW BLANKETS,  
TOTE BAGS, WALL-HANGINGS AND 

DECORATIVE PILLOWS!

Designed in mind for the healing arts,  
reiki, yoga, massage, and more.

Meditations for 
Awakening
9781880698778 • $13.95

A collection of guided 
imageries to help 
awaken your heart and 
mind to exciting and 
fulfilling levels of higher 
consciousness. 
 
 

Available Through New Leaf Distributing Company

Larry Moen’s M e d i tat i o n  S e r i e s

Meditations for 
Healing
9780962720925 • $13.95

A collection of 
meditations to help 
you develop your own 
inner healing powers to 
overcome pain, disease, 
emotional distress and 
other obstacles that 
stand in the way of your 
fulfilling life.
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If  you ask any professional tarot reader what questions they get asked most often by clients 
seeking their services, “Love” is right at the top of  their lists! It gets asked so often that it may 
even begin to exasperate some readers. However, if  you ask those same readers if  they’ve 
ever asked their cards similar questions in the past, about a blossoming love they felt strongly 
about, chances are they will sheepishly say, “yes.” People have been seeking answers about 
love through divination since we’ve been painting pictures on the cave walls. 
Tarot is a language of  symbols that speaks directly to the heart. It can be very useful to dis-
cover the vibration around a person or situation, highlighting patterns in human behavior 
and give you a general idea about what direction events are likely to progress. However, tarot 
can get tricky to interpret hints about the future when your emotions, fears, and expectations 
are fixed on a desired person. The future is ever changing, based on your decisions and even 
the unpredictable decisions of  others. This is especially true when using tarot as a predictive 
tool concerning people you don’t know very well yet. Tarot is most effective when it is high-
lighting warning signs, patterns, or issues that need to be resolved within yourself  before pro-
ceeding with others. When predicting the future with tarot you must understand that you are 
seeing a potential future, based on the information you carry with you now. Tarot can grant 
you amazing insight into yourself, and any blind spots you may possess concerning others.

The pictorial images of  the tarot are the soul of  any reading; however, tarot spreads are the 
skeleton. Tarot spreads help you systematically organize the intuitive information you receive 
in a reading. They supply structure, sequence, and most importantly, context for card inter-
pretation. This is especially helpful in love readings, when your emotions may feel confused 
about how to interpret a card you receive. Each position a card falls in can help you narrow 
down how to interpret a specific card, clarify-
ing its meaning through the spread position’s 
subject. Spreads can help you deduce if  the 
appearance of  the “King of  Wands” in your 
reading refers to you, to the person in ques-
tion, or to a situation. 

When struck by Cupid’s arrow, all the world 
begins to feel intensely exhilarating. Howev-
er, that pesky dart can also throw you into a 
tempestuous sea of  uncertainty. This spread 
can help you keep your wits when intoxicat-
ed by fascination with that striking person 
you just can’t stop thinking about. Use this 
spread to remain clear-headed while explor-
ing the potential for a relationship with the 
major crush that has left you infatuated. This 
spread will also help you become more self-
aware of  how you are coming across to the 
person you are infatuated with. 

Begin this spread by selecting your signifi-
cator card and placing it on the table before 

Tarot in Love 
Elliot Adam 

9780738768731 • $22.99

Consulting the Cards in Matters of the Heart
TAROT in Love



Elliot Adam 

Elliot Adam is the author of Tarot in Love and the award-winning Fearless 
Tarot. He began his professional tarot career at the age of 16. At age 20, 
he opened his own tarot shop, Athena’s Oracle, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
Elliot performs tarot readings for a substantial international clientele that 
includes Hollywood scriptwriters, high-profile journalists, actors, doctors, 
and entrepreneurs. A true Gemini Moon, he also holds a doctoral degree in 
classical oboe. Visit him online at www.ElliotOracle.com
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Cupid’s Arrow Spread

CARD 1. What is this passion bringing to the 
surface? This card will reveal hidden attitudes, motiva-
tions, or issues that this attraction is bringing to the surface. 
This card will also reveal if  you are approaching this relation-
ship with a healthy mindset.

CARD 2. How is this person perceiving my energy? This card 
will reveal how your romantic interest is interpreting your energy. This card 
may also reveal if  your initial attraction is reciprocated. 

CARD 3. What is the best way to proceed? This card will reveal 
the best actions you can take when interacting with this person. This card 
can also offer advice for how to handle your emotions. 

CARD 4. What might I not be seeing clearly about this 
person, or this situation? This card will reveal your blind spot. In 
the case of  a numbered “pip card” it might reveal a situation you need to 
be aware of. In the case of  a Court card or Major Arcana card, it may 
reveal your romantic interest’s hidden positive and negative traits. 

CARD 5. What is this person attracted to? This card 
will grant insight into what attracts and motivates this person. It 
may also reveal what qualities you possess that this person finds 
attractive. 

CARD 6. What will help or hinder this relationship’s 
progress? This card will reveal the opportunities to grow closer 
or the obstacles in the way of  forming a deeper relationship. This 
card might also reveal the potential for a long-term relationship. 

For more in-depth information and relationship-based card meanings for 
any romantic question, check out Tarot in Love: Consulting the Cards 
in Matters of  the Heart.

you. Take three, slow, deep breaths and surrender the stress of  the day. Unclench your jaw 
and release all the tension from your shoulders. Begin shuffling your cards. Think about the 
current issue that’s been weighing so heavily on your heart. Bring your awareness to your 
instincts and intuition which will tell you when it is time to stop shuffling. If  fear, 
tension, or anxiety begins to creep back into your chest, take another deep 
breath and relax away your worries. When your intuition feels ready, stop 
shuffling and cut the deck if  you so choose. Layout the cards:

The Cupid's 
Arrow spreAd



Isn’t it true that in the darkest depths of our despair comes illumination and an-
swers to fretfully sought-after questions? The knowledge we gain manifests from 
and through our perceived pain, suffering, and lived experiences, which serve as 
rites of passage to deserved personal growth, inner peace, and ultimately, transfor-
mational healing. With this, we can soar above that which challenges our sensi-
bilities to unforeseen and glorious heights. Most often when we think of a soaring 
bird, the regal bald eagle or mighty condor comes to mind. Perhaps you have 
been fortunate to have witnessed such magnificence, these larger-than-life birds 
with outstretched wings effortlessly riding currents of air as they search for a meal. 
With pure awe, we watch the bird go extremely high and for such long distances 
and wonder, how do they do it? And then we dare to imagine, what would it be 
like for me to be as free and soar so high above it all?

Understanding how and why birds soar offers us an opportunity for guidance 
about our own quest to do the same—mentally, metaphysically, and spiritually. 
That is, mindfully.

A bird’s ability to soar is predicated on specific physical characteristics and environ-
mental conditions, including large and elongated wings with a specialized tendon 
that locks into place and an innate adeptness to harvest energy from air currents. 

These air currents are sun-warmed and rise from the ground, are deflected sky-
ward off cliffs and mountain slopes, and form high wind-speed gradients over 
oceans. Birds soar for practical reasons: in hunt for food, to travel, and to avoid pre-
dation. They use most of their energy reserves when taking off, which requires costly 
wing flaps, but once they catch a thermal lift, they are then able to effortlessly climb 
higher and then higher. Hence the saying “Spread your wings and fly.”

One of the largest flying birds on Earth, the endangered wandering albatross, is 
known to soar at sea for many years and never touch land!

Your Guide To The Powerful Healing Of Birdwatching
Keep LooKing Up

KEEP LOOKING UP 
Your Guide to the Powerful 
Healing of Birdwatching

Tammah Watts 
9781401963347 • 16.99



The preceding has been an excerpt from Keep Looking Up by Tammah Watts. 
Printed with permission from the publisher Hay House Publishing.

Just as birds use their terrain to buoy themselves skyward, we can equally lift 
ourselves beyond our own seemingly unsurmountable valleys and mountains. 
Most of us weather obstacles and hardships using our resolve of inner strength and 
determination, support and encouragement from others, or a combination of 
both. These up swells of fortification carry us high above our challenges and 
bring about transformation. And through it all, we can learn to express loving 
acceptance of ourselves, of others, and ultimately find our own peace and heal-
ing. Regardless of how long it takes, we can soar.

From desperation, I learned how to soar with the birds and be free from pain, 
suffering, depression, and worry. Free to live in the moment and surrender to 
their respective realms of my thoughts about the vestiges of the past and pros-
pects for my future. And the most precious gift of all, free to accept conditions 
and circumstances just as they are, along with acceptance of who I am.

MINDFULNESS MEDITATION
Mindfulness meditation is the practice of intentionally acknowledging our thoughts and 
feelings, and the environment we occupy. By doing so, we become aware of our embod-
ied senses and what they present to us with loving acceptance and understanding. This 
cultivates compassion for ourselves and for other living beings.

Now that you have spent time watching, listening to, and being with birds, I invite you 
to deepen your connection with them. Your feathered friends can serve as your guide to 
staying in the present from moment to moment. Allow the natural paces of nature to help 
guide your time and place.

Allow the birds to help you achieve and maintain improved mood, increase your ability to 
focus and decrease your pain, and develop genuine compassion for yourself and therefore 
for others. You can develop fulfilling inner peace by incorporating the principles of mind-
fulness and meditation while being with birds. I welcome you to join me and learn how 
to symbolically soar high above your darkened clouds of burden and worry, and revel 
in your healing mind’s communion with nature. You will come to know the birds and 
yourself through a different way of healing right alongside them.

GOING OUTSIDE AT HOME
Although mindful meditation can be practiced anywhere and at any time, whenever 
possible, it is most ideal for the practice of mindfulness meditation with birds to be done 
among them in their natural outdoor environment, including yards, parks, forests, lots, 
beaches, and trails.

Throughout your mindfulness meditation session, I strongly advise you not to use equip-
ment to see or hear the birds unless it is an assistive device. Mute your phone and leave 
your binoculars, scopes, field guides, and other birding apparatus behind. Only rely on 
your natural capacities.

I have carefully outlined the steps to practice mindfulness with birds for ease in getting start-
ed. A typical session lasts approximately 15 to 30 minutes, though it is completely at your 
discretion. As you become accustomed to it, you may find that the actual practice will 
take less time.

Tammah Watts has served 
the community for over 35 years 
in managerial, clinical, and 
consulting roles for private, non-
profit, community college, and 
public sectors. After suffering a 
neurological injury following a 
routine surgical procedure, she 
found herself unable to return 
to the work she loved. Yet her 
experience as a licensed marriage 
and family therapist, mother, 
wife, grandmother, daughter, 
sister, and friend has helped her 
to chronicle her own personal 
struggles to overcome physical 
and mental health challenges 
through the powerful healing of 
birdwatching. 

You can visit her at: 
 Tammahwatts.com
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The following is an excerpt form Finding the Fool: A Tarot Journey to Radical Transformation by Meg Jones Wall, © 2023,  
Printed with permission from the Publisher, Weiser Books.

FINDING THE FOOL
A Tarot Journey to Radical Transformation

A N  E X C E R P T

The first time I held a tarot deck in my hands,  
I didn’t feel a fucking thing.
I waited breathlessly, hoping for lightning to strike, craving the sparks of mag-
ic and power and certainty that so many had described upon handling their 
first deck. I wanted to be recognized, to feel special, to know in my bones 
that tarot wanted me just as much as I wanted it. After months of obsessing 
about the cards, hungry for a sense of connection, I’d finally picked a tarot 
deck—but it seemed that it hadn’t picked me back.

It broke my heart, that first moment. I’d wanted to be chosen, and instead I 
still felt lost. But after a few moments of sitting in stillness and disappoint-
ment, I swallowed my pride and started to shuffle. The tarot may have not 
chosen me, but I was still choosing it.

If the magic wasn’t in the cards, then I’d find it within myself.

When I was a kid, growing up in a conservative, religious family of pastors 
and church planters, “magic” was considered a dirty word. Jesus wasn’t de-
scribed as a sorcerer or magician by ministers and teachers—instead he was 
known as the Son of God, omnipresent and perfect, special in ways that were 
beyond our comprehension. I was taught that, to be loved, I had to speak 
and act in very specific way, to twist myself into a particular shape in order 
to fit the necessary mold. Christians didn’t swear, didn’t brag, didn’t break 
rank—and they certainly didn’t use tools meant for divination or intuition.

I learned early on to hide anything that made me different, especially when 
it came to my identity. It took a long time for me to acknowledge that I was 
queer, and even longer for me to confess it to 
anyone else. In the evangelical church that my 
parents had helped to establish, one run by a 
minister who was well-known in the media cir-
cuit for being the face of anti-homosexual legis-
lation in our state, it was far safer to stay hidden 
and follow the rules. Falling in line was a matter 
of survival, until everything that I was concealing 
became too much to bear.

Being a good girl meant that I didn’t read about 
magic or sorcery or queerness or anything radi-
cal, that I graduated from a Christian college that 
made me sign a document every semester prom-
ising that I wasn’t queer, that I married the man 
I loved on a schedule that my parents dictated. 
By the time I was in my mid-twenties, I found 
myself drowning in a tangled mess of lifelong 
insomnia and major depressive disorder, having 
lost sight of myself in the fog of purity culture 
and homophobia and religious dogma. I was suf-
focating under the weight of my secrets, afraid of 
the truths that I’d buried inside of myself for so 
long. And in spite of the freedoms promised by 
leaving damaging institutions behind, separating 
myself from the beliefs of my childhood made me 

feel more lost than ever. I knew that the faith I’d always clung to was hurting 
me deeply, but going through life without it felt even more traumatic.

I’ve been a voracious reader since I was a child, but during those long, sleep-
less years of struggle and doubt, I read as though all of the answers could 
be found between the pages of books. As my internal world turned darker, 
I found myself drawn to stories of magic and wonder, letting myself explore 
the hidden literary worlds that I’d been kept from as a child. For the first time, 
I read Harry Potter and The Golden Compass, lost myself in The Witches and 
Something Wicked This Way Comes, revisited The Lion, the Witch, and the 
Wardrobe. Then came A Discovery of Witches, Practical Magic, Good Omens, 
Beautiful Creatures, The Witching Hour, Inamorata, The Little Stranger, The 
Magicians, The Line, on and on and on—I devoured every story on witchcraft 
and the occult that I could find, losing myself in those fictional mysteries, 
craving access to those strange and subversive worlds. By the time I read 
The Night Circus and The Book of Speculation, I had become consumed by 
the desire to personally access this kind of magic, even as it felt out of reach. 
Yet there tarot was, right in the middle of these pages: a sacred tool used by 
people of all backgrounds and identities, one that was accessible and afford-
able, something that anyone could learn. In the pages of these books, I saw 
people using the cards for rituals of reassurance, enjoying the same peace 
and comfort that I’d only ever found in prayers.

I had never received a tarot reading. I didn’t know anyone who worked with 
tarot cards. I had never even held a deck in my hands. And yet, learning to 
read the cards was now my quest, a desperate and all-consuming need that 
I couldn’t ignore. I’d become the Fool, captivated by a vision in my mind, un-

able to move forward without chasing that new, 
mesmerizing dream. The only thing to do, the 
only way to grow, was to get myself a tarot deck.

Of course, it wasn’t that simple—acquiring a set 
of cards doesn’t instantly make you a reader—
and I was paralyzed by indecision before I even 
started, uncertain which resources to choose, 
which deck to purchase. So many of the websites 
and beginner’s guides I found urged tarot new-
bies to start with the Rider-Waite-Smith deck, 
citing its long history and traditional, layered 
symbolism. But as a queer, chronically ill woman, 
I didn’t feel drawn to it in the slightest. The medi-
eval-style imagery, the bright colors, the empha-
sis on wealthy, cis, heteronormative structures 
that considered marriage with children as the ul-
timate version of success—none of it resonated.

Instead, I found myself drawn to the bold, min-
imalist lines and naturebased images found 
in Kim Krans’s hand-drawn deck, The Wild Un-
known Tarot. I couldn’t stop looking at the gor-
geous, stark artwork that was all over Instagram: 
something in those depictions just clicked for me. 
And in spite of worrying that I was doing some-
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thing wrong in buying a modern deck, in spite of a lifetime spent following the rules, I finally surrendered 
to my instincts and got myself a copy. It took nearly a year before I felt confident reading tarot without 
relying heavily on other resources at hand, another six months before I started pulling cards for friends. 
I didn’t know how to trust myself, hadn’t been taught that my intuition was something that I could rely 
on—but working with the tarot, learning to navigate those archetypes and images and symbols, slowly 
became a part of me. And the person I found while reading tarot was someone who seemed strong and 
whole, someone I’d been waiting a lifetime to meet.

Tarot is its own kind of magic. And if you pick up the cards and aren’t sure what to do with them—if 
you don’t instinctively speak their language or shuffle with ease or know in your bones what Temperance 
means—that doesn’t mean that you can’t learn to read tarot, or that the cards aren’t for you. It simply 
means that you need a bit of guidance, like I did.

Learning tarot isn’t just about memorizing traditional keywords or relying on outside resources to perform 
readings: it’s about connecting your own experiences and perceptions with broader archetypes, and telling 
your own story within the cycles and structures of the cards. Tarot can be our companion as we strive for 
self-discovery, transformation, and radical growth, helping us tap into the wisdom that already lives within 
us.

This book that you’re holding is the resource that I tried to find when I started reading tarot, that I have 
longed for as I deepen my own practice. Beyond just repeating traditional, familiar meanings or basic 
keywords, this book offers you a chance to view the cards through a variety of lenses, to discover personal 
correspondences and definitions that resonate in ways that are engaging rather than limiting. Tarot is a 
language, and fluency takes dedicated effort, focus, and determination. This is bigger than memorization, 
more complex than simply studying standardized interpretations over and over again. Instead, this is about 
learning to integrate new ideas into your tarot work, to find rich layers and unexpected messages that can 
transform your relationship with the cards. Within these pages, I will also offer you insights and discoveries 
that I have found in my own journey, including astrological and numerological correspondences, methods of 
connecting with the tarot through spiritual and creative practices, and esoteric tools that you can use to explore 
the cards in new ways. As you work your way through this book, let your understandings of the cards grow and 
evolve along with you. Stay open to new interpretations and listen to the ideas that come from within yourself 
when you look at tarot images. Even if, like me, you don’t feel lightning strike the first time you pick up the 
cards, be assured that your path will be lit by the inner spark of your intuition, and that the more you feed it, the 
brighter your intuition will grow.

In other words, this is an opportunity for you to start fresh, to become the Fool again, to view the tarot through a 
new set of eyes. Leave your preconceived notions at the door, grab your deck, and allow yourself to get to know 
the cards once again. In finding the Fool, we also find ourselves.

And I’ll be with you every step of the way.

REVIEWS
“An introspective introduction to tarot card reading…each entry includes guidance for 
reading the card and journal prompts to help readers better understand individual signs. 
Wall’s flexible approach lets readers tailor a tarot practice that works for them.”

—Publishers Weekly
“In this book, tarot reader Meg Jones Wall (@3am.tarot) invites readers to look past the 
limitations and exclusions of previous Euro-centric, binary, hetero-normative interpreta-
tions of most decks and read tarot from one’s own personal story…. Wall’s book is a likely 
candidate to join the canon of must-read guides for the serious student of the tarot.”

—Library Journal (starred review)

“Meg’s masterful prose takes us on an experiential adventure where we can channel the 
essence of the cards and see how they apply to our lives. With Finding the Fool by your 
side, you’ll be well equipped as you walk the tarot path to self-discovery.”

—Theresa Reed, author of Twist Your Fate

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Meg Jones Wall is the 
writer, photographer, and 
creator behind @3am.tarot. 
She is a tarot columnist and 
staff writer for Autostraddle 
and writes seasonal 
tarotscopes, personal essays, 
and spreads for this queer 
online community. She also 
runs a tarot newsletter 
called Devils & Fools, is 
a contributing writer for 
Astrology Answers, regularly 
shares original tarot 
spreads for moon cycles and 
astrological seasons, and 
has written four tarot study 
guides. As a self-taught, 
queer, chronically ill tarot 
reader, Meg offers a unique 
and modern perspective 
on the cards. Her writing 
focuses on keeping tarot 
intuitive and accessible, 
using gender neutral 
language and welcoming 
readers of all identities into 
the community. You can find 
Meg @3am.tarot.
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“A fresh voice, Meg Jones Wall has written seventy-eight 
meditative essays that inspire personal transformation. 
Drawing upon astrology and numerology, Finding the 
Fool is part postmodern primer on tarot and part spiritual 
philosophy.”

— Benebell Wen, author of Holistic Tarot

FINDING THE FOOL:  
A Tarot Journey to Radical Transformation
Meg Jones Wall • ISBN: 9781578637874 • $18.95

“This book is not only one of my favorite books 
on ‘defense against the dark arts’, but is actually 

one of my favorite books in my whole library. 
Throughout the book Jason provides not only on 

protection, but also on recognizing the symptoms of attack and 
creating early warning system to alert you of magickal attacks.”

– Mat Auryn, author of Psychic Witch

PROTECTION & REVERSAL MAGICK:  
A Witch’s Defense Manual

Jason Miller • ISBN: 9781578637997 • $18.95

In Treadwell’s Book of Plant Magic, author Christina 
Oakley Harrington—founder of the renowned occult Treadwell’s 
Books in London—focuses the lore and learning of plant magic.

TREADWELL’S BOOK OF PLANT MAGIC
Christina Oakley Harrington • ISBN: 9781578638017  • $18.95

In Heal the Witch Wound, author Celeste Larsen, a 
pagan, witch, and ritualist, guides modern witches 
(as well as pagans, energy workers, occultists, and 

other spiritual individuals) on the path of healing the witch 
wound with rituals, journal prompts, visualization exercises, 

and more.

HEAL THE WITCH WOUND:  
Reclaim Your Magick & Step Into Your Power

Celeste Larson • ISBN: 9781578637980  • $16.95
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Crystal Basics Pocket 
Encyclopedia
The Energetic, Healing,  
and Spiritual Power of  
450 Gemstones
Nicholas Pearson
Crystal healing teacher Nicholas Pearson 
offers a quick-start guide for working with 
crystals and stones as well as a full-color 
A-to-Z compendium of 450 crystals, rocks, 
minerals, and fossils. Each entry features 
a color photo of the stone and defines 
its physical, psychological, and spiritual 
healing properties and its corresponding 
chakra, element, planet, and zodiac sign.
$19.99 • Paperback • 288 pages 
Full-color throughout 
ISBN 978-1-64411-503-9

The Ancient Tradition 
of Angels
The Power and Influence of 
Sacred Messengers 
Normandi Ellis 
Forewords by Jean Houston, Ph.D. 
and Lynn Andrews 

Normandi Ellis looks at the angelic dimensions 
of spiritual traditions around the world from 
the ancient past to present day, showing how 
angels are beings of light consciousness. 
She explores angels from Judeo-Christian 
and Islamic faiths, Hinduism and Buddhism, 
the beliefs of ancient Egypt, Yezidism, and 
Zoroastrianism as well as contemporary 
angelic encounters, including her own.

$20.00 • Paperback • 280 pages 
Includes 24-page color insert 
ISBN 978-1-59143-439-9

New Releases FROM

Source Magic
The Origin of Art, Science,  
and Culture
Carl Abrahamsson 
Foreword by  
Nicholaj de Mattos Frisvold

Exploring the source magic that flows 
beneath the surface of culture and occulture, 
Carl Abrahamsson offers a “magical-
anthropological” journey from ancient 
Norse shamanism to the modern magick 
of occultists like Genesis P-Orridge. He 
examines the consequences of magical 
practice and how the attraction to magic can 
be corrupted by both religious organizations 
and occult societies.
$22.99 • Paperback • 256 pages 
1 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-64411-501-5

Psychedelic Buddhism
A User’s Guide to Traditions, 
Symbols, and Ceremonies
Lama Mike Crowley 
Forewords by Dr. Ben Sessa and 
Gwyllm Llwydd

Lama Mike Crowley presents techniques 
for Buddhists who wish to incorporate 
psychedelics into their practice, sharing the 
kind of spiritual experiences and benefits 
that can be gained through entheogen use. 
He also explores meditation techniques 
and guidance for psychonauts who are 
interested in the maps of inner space 
provided by Buddhism.

$22.99 • Paperpack • 328 pages 
Includes 8-page color insert 
and 34 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-64411-669-2

Light Messages from 
the Pleiades
A New Matrix of Galactic Order
Pavlina Klemm
In this high-vibration book, Pavlina Klemm 
shares the light messages she  
has received from the higher beings  
known as the Pleiadians on the Great 
Awakening that is taking place worldwide. 
She includes exercises, affirmations, and 
meditations, all charged by the Pleiadians 
with positive frequencies that activate 
remembering and healing.
$18.99 • Paperback • 192 pages 
ISBN 978-1-64411-825-2

Revelations of the 
Ruby Crystal
Barbara Hand Clow
This erotic thriller centers on Sarah Adamson, 
a graduate student studying at the Vatican 
Library. After a terrible encounter with the 
dark side, Sarah is given a ruby ring that 
awakens her visionary abilities and memories 
of her past life as the Sibyl of Cumae. Her 
journey reveals dramatic insights about early 
Christian heretics and Vatican world control.
$20.00 • Paperback • 464 pages 
8 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-59143-485-6
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The “cosmos” begins expanding in the split of a second and in this time turns “nothing” 
into something the size of an orange. In three minutes the universe has heated into be-

ing—a hot soup of electrons, quarks and other molecules. Then follows 
a long cooling period and with this cooling down, quarks can turn into 
protons and neutrons. The universe becomes a very hot fog.
Three hundred thousand years later, electrons will combine with pro-
tons and neutrons and form atoms (mostly hydrogen and helium). 
Light can shine. After a billion years from source, things really cool 

down and hydrogen and helium gases coalesce to become galaxies. 
Smaller clumps of gas coalesce to become the first stars. After fifteen billion 

years of galaxies gathering together, the first stars die and throw heavy elements 
into space. These eventually form into new stars and planets.
The universe is fifteen to twenty billion years old. The Earth is five to six billion years of 
age.
How beautiful is all that! Our heritage is a deep foundation of spaciousness, temperature, 
birthing and discovery. Our history as the elements is a long, passionate, powerful, pa-
tient, devoted, alchemical and mysterious affair!

Being Concept Nature
Let’s meet Nature as the first of the three pillars.
See if you can find a special place in nature with a tree, where you can sit regularly through 
the next months. It might be your garden or a tree on a walk close to you. Attune to where 
this place is going to be and resolve to dedicatedly visit this place for the duration of work-
ing with this book.
Take about twenty minutes or more for this Being Nature task.
Go to your chosen place in nature. Sit with your back to the special tree that you will visit 
regularly. Take some time to become present. Focus on your breath and simply become 
mindful to what chatter might be going on inside your head. You don’t need to push it 
out. Presence is about allowing awareness to arise and comes from a different place to 
the mind chatter.
Let yourself move into your senses. Touch—feel the air on your skin, touch the ground 
with your fingers and the surface of the tree, grass and nature around you. Smell—breathe 
in the scents. Taste—taste the air, lick the grass, tree bark, a flower. Hearing—let your ears 
take in the sounds. Sight—let your eyes light on everything as if seeing for the first time. 
Let nature join you through your senses.
In this space, bring yourself to an awareness of being present and 
in the moment. You are looking to become present 
with nature both within and without. Now 
imagine this presence as being able to 
exist throughout all times. Take 
yourself to the beginnings 
of everything. Feel the 
origins. Feel the today. 
Allow a conversa-

Chapter 1. Presence and the Three Pillars
Presence is the central pole of the entire visionary practice. It is what runs through every-
thing. It is the act of being present and of not running away or rushing. Presence is when 
we can unconditionally, while holding awareness and compassion, be able to be present 
with what is. I see presence as a place of power and courage. It is a stance that takes us out 
of dialogue and duality and takes us into a space of observation. It allows a meeting with 
the heart of any matter. Presence is the land where the visionary hangs out. It is a land free 
of judgment, advice or overlay. My personal feeling of when I get to this place of being able 
to be present is like the air conditioning comes on. It feels cool and disentangled but also 
very kind and loving.
With presence as the central pole, the three pillars sit as a triangle of what I refer to as 
concepts.
A concept is a central principle or idea. It is where conception happens. You can see how 
this leads us to an original impulse. We are looking to allow the original powerful impulse 
to come through in visionary work, so engaging with concepts is a good way to build a 
means for this to happen.

The Three Pillars
Pillar “Nature”
Nature can be likened to essence. It is the inherent qualities or character of anything. Na-
ture is the first pillar of the visionary model. I use the term “innate nature” to suggest that 
we have an inherent way of being that is akin to nature. Nothing in nature pretends to 
be anything else (unless it is meant to, as camouflage for survival). The members of the 
nature world who do change form do so for a specially programmed and consistent rea-
son. Humans, on the other hand, are shape-shifters extraordinary. We can merge, absorb, 
project, take on and consume power and identity. We have such a gift, but sadly we have 
mainly forgotten to set a way to use this gift wisely. Those who do use it often do so—
unconsciously—for power-mongering means. This means that our innate nature can be 
covered up. The skills in shape-shifting are truthfully the tools of the visionary practice. 
We will be working through becoming more conscious of these skills and releasing what 
has been taken on or acted out as cover-ups to better reveal our own true or innate natures. 
This will happen through visiting and immersing ourselves in the concepts.
Pillar “Knowing”
Knowing is connected with having knowledge or awareness about something. It is a word 
that is often used when something is known that is hidden to many. One of the skills of the 
visionary is having this rare knowing. (Although I do believe, personally, it can be devel-
oped in anyone given the right circumstances). This is the second pillar.
Pillar “Trust”
Trust is a firm belief in reliability or truth. It is the third pillar. The development of discern-
ment to be able to operate from this place of trust is key to the visionary’s ability to operate.

Meeting the Pillars
Nature
Where did nature begin? One of my most mind-opening 
things to do is to remember that I have been here since the 
beginning of time. If I hadn’t been then I wouldn’t be able to 
feature as I am now. I own my place at the beginnings of life 
and the great darkness, light, formation of atoms and every-
thing. Read this Big Bang theory as one of the versions of the 
beginnings of creation:

Connecting with your inner visionary



tion to happen, moving with presence with your senses and nature through these two 
stations of presence.
Bring yourself back. How do you feel about nature now? How do you feel about your own 
true nature and nature around you? Make some notes on how you found this experience.

Knowing
When we think about the visionary or someone who sees or has “the sight” we are really 
connecting with the ability to know and are describing this as a way of truly seeing. This 
kind of sight goes beyond the way the eyes see and into the inner vision. It is this knowing 
and this development of inner vision and the ability to see to the heart of something that 
is the second of the three pillars in the visionary model.
The drum, and other instruments that make repetitive noises and have a wealth of sym-
bolism and meaning attached to them to connect us with the communication realms, can 
take us out of the everyday chatter and into a place of knowing.
Particular things happen to our brain waves when we listen to the sounds of a drum or 
rattle: in the trance state of drumming, brain waves move out of the beta range (between 
14 and 21 cycles per second), in which we are attentive and focused on everyday external 
activities, and into the alpha, theta and sometimes delta ranges.
Alpha waves vibrate at 7 to 14 waves per second and happen when we are in a relaxed, 
internal-focused state of well-being. Theta waves vibrate at four to seven cycles per second 
and are the threshold of the sleep dream state. Delta waves are one to four cycles per sec-
ond. They are deep sleep. The brains of fetuses emit delta waves.
Animals and the electromagnetic waves of the Earth operate in the alpha range. Yogis see 
the alpha state as the rhythm of nature. Coming out of beta state definitely enhances our 
connection to nature.

Being Concept Knowing
You will need a drum or rattle for this Being Knowing task.
Pick up your drum or rattle. Visualize a bubble of light around you that holds presence. 
Set the intention that you are only available here to connect with your knowing. Choose 
a color to coat the bubble around you that sets the boundary that this is a clear space for 
you. You can extend a second bubble to go all around your home and the boundaries of 
the land around your home, small garden, balcony or terrace and set the same intention. 
Sit and connect with being present again. You will become more familiar with this feeling 
the more you practice these concepts of being.
Now focus on your knowing. Think of a time when you have known something. Begin to 

tap your drum or rattle. Try to do this for about fifteen minutes. Connect with your 
knowing and let all your attention and the attention of the drumbeat flow to 

hold awareness for this knowing. Ask yourself, “Where does this knowing 
come from?” Feel the origins and authenticity of your knowing. Let it 

strengthen and take its place. Observe what happens for you.
NOTE: If you don’t have a drum you can also do this by playing 

a drumming track instead, but I highly recommend develop-
ing your relationship with presence through drumming and 
having your own drum. Come back and thank your drum or 
rattle and the space that held you. Take some notes.

Shamanic Dreaming by Carol Day © 2023 Findhorn Press.  
Printed with permission from the publisher Inner Traditions International. 

Shamanic Dreaming 
Connecting with Your Inner Visionary
Carol Day • 9781644117033 • $18.99

About the Author: 
Carol Day is a visionary teacher, psychotherapist, artist, and director of The Centre for Creative 
Vision in Scotland. She has trained with well-known visionaries, including shamanic teachers San-
dra Ingerman, Franco Santoro, and Stephen Mulhearn and psychologist Marshall Rosenberg. She 
runs a private practice in systemic story therapy and is involved in projects centered on creating 
community and connecting people back to the land. Carol lives in Glasgow, Scotland.

Trust
Trusting ourselves and developing the ability to discern is the third pillar of the visionary 
model. Often we learn from not having accurate discernment. Lots of people and situa-
tions can be our teachers for this. We will be holding presence for the development of this 
trust while working with the material in this book.

Being Concept Trust
Go back to your place in nature. Move into a place of presence again. Be in your senses. 
Take some time to land and be with the Earth and the weather. Feel yourself as a part of 
this wider system. Now open up to feeling the interconnectedness of everything. Become 
aware of the different systems within the outer nature operating right now. Feel how they 
work together and the plan that they are a part of. Feel into your trust for this plan.
Now feel all of the systems going on within you and your body, mind, emotions, passions. 
Feel your organs and your blood flow, the beating of your heart, your lungs breathing, 
your eyes and the way your thoughts respond to your eyes working. Feel how you con-
nect with the outer world through your lungs and your sight and thoughts, your sense of 
smell and your emotions.
Move back again to your awareness of the systems in nature outside of you and the plan 
everything including you is a part of. Feel into your trust for this plan. Spend about fifteen 
minutes in this being with trust. Come out of the task and then make some notes on how 
you found this and any insight you had.
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SACRED FOREST ORACLE 
52 Cards To Open Energy 
Portals Of A Higher Dimension
by Denise Linn
Publisher: Hay House
ISBN: 9781401960452  |  $22.99

Each card in this oracle deck is a special key that opens an 
energy portal to the Sacred Forest, a sacred realm similar to 
the legends of Tibetan Shambhala, the Mists of Avalon, and 
the Australian Dreamtime. Over the years, transformational 
teacher Denise Linn has used guided meditations to lead 
thousands of people into this magical dimension. Now, with 
this oracle, you can expand your consciousness and chart 
your own course through the vast mysteries and wonders of 
this inner landscape.

GODDESS POWER ORACLE 
(52-card & guidebook)
by Colette Baron-Reid
Publisher: Hay House
ISBN: 9781401959340  |  $22.99

The Goddess is calling you to open up and reconnect with 
the universe in all her forms. The Feminine aspect of the 
universe is rising to restore balance in the world. Will you 
answer the call and receive her guidance? Who could 
we become if we knew how to reclaim our true power?

Striking, elegant interpretations of 52 goddesses from 
cultures all over the world await you in Goddess Power 

Oracle. Elen of the Ways call you to your path…Artemis offers to guide your arrow…Cerridwyn urges you 
to trust in the unlimited potential of your life…World-renowned oracle expert Colette Baron-Reid bridges the 
mundane and the mystical as she guides you on a journey of self-empowerment and fruitful manifestation.

CONVOLUTED UNIVERSE: BOOK ONE
by Dolores Cannon
Publisher: Ozark Mountain Publishing Inc
ISBN: 9781886940826  |  $20.00

Is it possible that you are living in other universes 
simultaneously with this one? Do you travel back and 
forth between other dimensions without your conscious 
knowledge? Could it be possible that you are only a splinter 
or fragment of a much larger soul? Do parallel universes exist 
side-by-side with this one? Are you living all your past and 
future lives at the same time? What is the God Source? These 
questions and many more are explored in this long-awaited 
sequel to The Custodians. This information proceeded beyond 
abduction into complicated metaphysics, creating the need to 
explore more mind-expanding.

CONVOLUTED UNIVERSE: BOOK TWO
by Dolores Cannon
Publisher: Ozark Mountain Publishing Inc
ISBN: 9781886940987  |  $18.00

The second book in the popular Convoluted Series. Contains 
more mind-bending metaphysical concepts that raise such 
questions as Is it possible that you are living in other universe 
simultaneously with this one? Do you travel back and forth 
between other dimensions without your conscious knowledge 
and Could it be possible that you are only a splinter or 
fragment of a much larger soul.

SANTA MUERTE TAROT: BOOK OF THE DEAD 
(22 Major Arcana cards, 56 Minor Arcana 
cards & companion booklet)
by Fabio Listrani
Publisher: Llewellyn Publications
ISBN: 9780738754383  |  $26.95

A masterpiece of inspired imagery, this tarot deck is a 
powerful tool for working with the mysticism associated with 
the Day of the Dead and Santa Muerte. 

The companion booklets for most Lo Scarabeo decks are in 
five languages: English, Spanish, French, Italian, and German.

CONVOLUTED UNIVERSE: BOOK THREE
by Dolores Cannon
Publisher: Ozark Mountain Publishing Inc
ISBN: 9781886940796  |  $18.00

Join Dolores Cannon, and go exploring! Join Dolores on a 
voyage through time and space into the world of the strange 
and unusual and unfathomable, as hypnotherapist Dolores 
Cannon's Convoluted Universe series continues. Suspend 
belief as Dolores explores worlds and dimensions where 
dreams become reality and reality is only a dream. Readers 
should open their minds to a myriad of possibilities that have 
previously only dwelt in the imagination. The book includes 
more mind-bending concepts for those with open minds and 
eager curiosities.

MURDER OF CROWS TAROT 
(78-card deck & instruction booklet)
by Corrando Roi
Publisher: Llewellyn Publications
ISBN: 9780738766423  |  $26.95

As an omen bringer, messenger, and scavenger, the crow has 
no master. It brings you the answers you need, although not 
always what you wanted. This captivating deck by Corrado 
Roi presents crows in all their gothic glory. It awakens your 
soul, bringing enlightenment as well as fear and disquiet. In 
striking black and white, this deck is a necessary addition to 
your collection.

SACRED WOMAN 
A Guide To Healing The Feminine Body, Mind 
& Spirit
by Queen Afua
Publisher: BALLANTINE (trade)
ISBN: 9780345434869  |  $20.00

Queen Afua is a renowned Afrocentric spiritual healer and 
author of the classic best-seller Heal Thyself. Her new book 
begins by honoring the womb as the center of womens 
consciousness and creativity, whether they're creating a baby 
or a business. After explaining how to transcend the taboos 
of growing up female, she outlines the full cycle of womb 
wellness from menstruation to childbirth to menopause, and 
provides a 28-day rejuvenation and purification program.

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20455~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
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LOVERS ORACLE CARDS (Revised)
(45 heart-shaped cards & guidebook, boxed)

Toni Carmine Salerno
ISBN: 9780980555035 | $25.95

Whether you are looking for love or searching for relationship 
answers, this beautifully crafted oracle is for you. Featuring the 
inspired words and imagery of bestselling author and artist Toni 
Carmine Salerno, this revised edition includes an instruction 
booklet with sample layouts. The 45 heart-shaped cards offer 
guidance, support and insight dedicated to lovers, both present 
and future, everywhere.

SEVEN CHAKRA GEMSTONE 
JEWELRY PENDANT  
(approx. 2” total length)

Artisans in India
ISBN: 9789991596808 | $9.99

This unique 7 chakra gemstone jewelry pendant features a 
beautiful layer to represent each of the chakras and a decorative 
silver cap and attachment ring. This piece would look lovely on 
any silver chain, leather strap or silk cord. The pointed design 
could also allow it to serve as a pendulum.

HAMSA HAND CRYSTAL GRID (8”)
Zen&Meow

ISBN: 9789991597072 | $22.00
The hamsa hand, (also known as hamesh, hamsa , chamsa, 
or khamsa) usually depicted with one or two symmetrical 
thumbs, is believed to give the owner success, harmony, 
and protection from The Evil Eye.

This 8" grid is made from 1/4 inch thick, sturdy birchwood with 
a natural finish. .

Additional sizes available. Price varies by size. Ask your 
New Leaf Sales Representative for more information 
Crystals/Stones sold separately.

TRIPLE GODDESS PENDULUM BOARD   
Zen&Meow

ISBN: 9789991597171 | $25.50

This stunning pendulum board looks like a piece of 
artwork. It features the triple goddess design in great 
detail on a dark background and is UV printed on 1/8 
inch fiberboard, which makes it very durable.

Additional sizes available. Price varies by size. Ask your 
New Leaf Sales Representative for more information 
Crystals/Stones sold separately.

TUMBLED & POLISHED CHAKRA 
STONES SET  
Mother Nature

ISBN: 9789991595733 | $24.00

“Chakra Stone Sets can activate, harmonize, balance and 
stabilize one’s whole energy system. They are excellent 
for all types of body layouts--whether for self healing, 
expansion of awareness, increasing one’s vitality or 
simply becoming conscious of how the chakras feel--
these sets can be valuable tools.” —Robert Simmons

These gemstones each range from 25mm to 30+mm and 
include:

• Amethyst
• Lapis Lazuli
• Angelite
• Rose Quartz
• Aventurine
• Citrine
• Carnelian
• Red Garnet

NOTE: Stones pictured are examples, shapes and colors will vary.

WATER TEMPLE ORACLE 
(44 cards & 192 pg. guidebook, boxed)

Suzy Cherub
ISBN: 9781922573360 | $27.95

Immerse yourself in the wisdom of eleven sacred water temples 
and their goddess guardians and emerge revitalized. A beautiful 
stream of creativity, awareness and consciousness flows from 
Aphrodite, Mother Ganges, Anuket, and other vessels of sacred 
knowledge from around the world.

Tune in to the radiant archetypes of this beautiful oracle through 
the messages, rituals and affirmations, and you will activate their 
attributes in you. So, dive into the Divine, discover the sparkling 
truths in your depths and let clarity, inspiration, awareness and 
confidence ripple through your every day.



Cards & Decks
CELTIC HEALING ORACLE: 64 Cards & Guidebook

 Anderson, Rosemarie & Dorf, Susan  
SKU: 138149 | 9781644114964 | $19.99  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/21/2023 
 

DIA de los MUERTOS ORACLE: Wisdom From The  
Departed Beloved (44 cards & guidebook, boxed)

 Walden, Kelly Sullivan & Grieves de Reyes Contla, Artist, 
Emily K.  
SKU: 138961 | 9781922573520 | $28.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/01/2023

DIVINE NATURE (44-card deck & 100-page book)

 Sullins, Angi & Spalenka, Greg  
SKU: 138713 | 9781646711185 | $26.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/01/2023 
 
 

FAIRY GEMS (40-card deck)

 Steiber, Ellen & Ravenscroft, Linda  
SKU: 138715 | 9781646711178 | $26.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/01/2023 
 

FOR THE LOVE OF DRAGONS (44-card deck & book)

 Sullins, Angi & Brown, Amy  
SKU: 138714 | 9781646711161 | $25.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/01/2023 
 

LOVE WHO YOU ARE (44-card deck & 116-page book)

 Sullins, Angi & Toball, Silas  
SKU: 138712 | 9781646711093 | $26.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/01/2023 
 

MYSTIC MONDAYS: The Astro Alignment Deck—A Deck 
& Guidebook For Celestial Connection (80-card deck & 
guidebook)

 Duong, Grace  
SKU: 139219 | 9780762479283 | $28.00  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/28/2023

PRACTICAL MAGIC: An Oracle For Everyday Enchant-
ment (36 cards,guidebook & card stand, boxed)

 Conneeley, Serene & Fenech, Selina  
SKU: 139116 | 9781922573704 | $37.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 04/01/2022 

RAISE YOUR VIBES CRYSTAL CARDS  
(55-card deck & 120-page booklet)

 Bahri, Athena  
SKU: 139098 | 9781786787248 | $27.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/14/2023 

SACRED FEMININE ORACLE:  
Divine Healing (43-card deck & 224-page guidebook)

 Malmasson, Malory & Blanc, Marion  
SKU: 138917 | 9781922579416 | $24.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/01/2023

SACRED MEDICINE ORACLE:  
A 56-Card Deck & Guidebook

 Frost, Asha & Littlebird, Steph  
SKU: 139072 | 9781401966782 | $26.99  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/28/2023

SECRETS OF PARADISE TAROT: An 81-Card Deck & 
Guidebook Inspired By Caribbean & Latin American 
Culture & Mysticism

 Ferrer-Rivera, Leticia & Bello, Laura  
SKU: 139077 | 9781401968762 | $29.99  
Sub: Tarot Decks, Sets & Accessories  
PubDate: 01/24/2023

WILD WOMAN RISING  
(44-card deck & 104-page guidebook)

 Sullins, Angi & DellaGrottaglia, Jena  
SKU: 138711 | 9781646711086 | $26.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/01/2023 

WITCHES’ MOON MAGICK ORACLE  
(48-card deck & 110-page guidebook)

 Meiklejohn-Free, Barbara & Peters, Flavia Kate & Osborne, 
Kate  
SKU: 139020 | 9780738774473 | $24.99  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/08/2023
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Conscious Living Books
CASTING INDRA’S NET:  
Fostering Spiritual Kinship & Community

 Yetunde, Pamela Ayo  
SKU: 139061 | 9781645470922 | $19.95  
Sub: Community  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 
 

FAIRY TALES CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE: Unlock Your Fu-
ture With Creative Exercises Inspired By Storytelling

 Davies, Alison  
SKU: 139056 | 9781786787330 | $16.95  
Sub: Creativity & Self Expression  
PubDate: 02/14/2023 

HEALING JUSTICE LINEAGES: Dreaming At The Cross-
roads Of Liberation, Collective Care & Safety

 Page, Cara & Woodland, Erica  
SKU: 139058 | 9781623177140 | $17.95  
Sub: Social Justice  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

HIGH 5 HABIT:  
Take Control Of Your Life With One Simple Habit

 Robbins, Mel  
SKU: 139073 | 9781401967499 | $16.99  
Sub: Personal Fulfillment  
PubDate: 01/03/2023 

IT’S ALWAYS BEEN OURS: Rewriting The Story Of Black 
Women’s Bodies (Hardcover)

 Wilson, Jessica  
SKU: 139223 | 9780306827693 | $29.00  
Sub: Recovery: Eating Disorders & Food Addiction  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

OUT OF SILENCE, SOUND. OUT OF NOTHING,  
SOMETHING: A Writer’s Guide

 Griffin, Susan  
SKU: 139046 | 9781640094109 | $16.95  
Sub: Creativity & Self Expression  
PubDate: 01/17/2023 

PSYCHEDELIC BUDDHISM:  
A User’s Guide To Traditions, Symbols & Ceremonies

 Crowley, Mike  
SKU: 138157 | 9781644116692 | $22.99  
Sub: Psychedelic Culture  
PubDate: 02/21/2023 

RACISM OF PEOPLE WHO LOVE YOU:  
Essays On Mixed Race Belonging (Hardcover)

 Mehta, Samira  
SKU: 139101 | 9780807026366 | $24.95  
Sub: Social Justice  
PubDate: 01/10/2023 
 

RADICAL FRIENDSHIP: Seven Ways To Love Yourself & 
Find Your People In An Unjust World

 Johnson, Kate  
SKU: 139047 | 9781611808117 | $17.95  
Sub: Relationships  
PubDate: 08/24/2021 
 

SWEAT YOUR PRAYERS: The Five Rhythms of  
The Soul  Movement as Spiritual Practice

 Roth, Gabrielle  
SKU: 139053 | 9780874779592 | $19.95  
Sub: Dance & Movement  
PubDate: 01/01/1999

THAT SUCKED. NOW WHAT? How To Embrace  
The Joy In Chaos & Find Magic In The Mess (Hardcover)

 Brushan, Neeta  
SKU: 139074 | 9781401968656 | $25.99  
Sub: Personal Fulfillment  
PubDate: 01/31/2023 

TRANSFORMATIVE GRIEF: An Ancient Ritual  
Of Healing For Modern Times (Hardcover)

 Dunblazier, Tracee  
SKU: 139200 | 9780764366314 | $16.99  
Sub: Grief & The Grieving Process  
PubDate: 02/28/2023 

WILDHEARTED PURPOSE: Embrace Your Unique  
Calling & The Unmapped Path Of Authenticity

 Franken, Kris  
SKU: 139034 | 9780738773544 | $18.99  
Sub: Personal Fulfillment  
PubDate: 02/08/2023 
 

General Market
SUCCESS CARDS:  
101 Prompts To Plan, Manage & Grow Your Business

 Uke, John  
SKU: 139079 | 9781737688105 | $29.99  
Sub: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Strategic Planning  
PubDate: 01/01/2022 
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Metaphysical Books
21 DAYS TO EXPLORE PAST LIVES: Release Ancient 
Trauma, Find True Healing & Listen To The Secrets Of 
Your Soul

 Linn, Denise  
SKU: 139064 | 9781401971823 | $14.99  
Sub: Past Life Regression & Memory   
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

ALEISTER CROWLEY MANUAL:  
Thelemic Magick For Modern Times (Hardcover)

 Visconti, Marco  
SKU: 139063 | 9781786787361 | $30.00  
Sub: Crowley, Aleister  
PubDate: 02/14/2023 
 

ASTROLOGY OF BOND - JAMES BOND (Hardcover)

 Raghudas, Rishikavi  
SKU: 139108 | 9781910531822 | $85.00  
Sub: Astrology: Chart Erecting  
PubDate: 12/01/2022 
 

ASTROLOGY OF BOND - JAMES BOND 

 Raghudas, Rishikavi  
SKU: 139107 | 9781910531839 | $30.00  
Sub: Astrology: Tools, Tables & Charts  
PubDate: 12/01/2022 
 

BODHISATTVA PATH: Commentary On The  
Vimalakirti & Ugrapariprccha Sutras

 Hanh, Thich Nhat  
SKU: 139062 | 9781952692338 | $21.95  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: Buddhist   
PubDate: 11/29/2022 

CONTAINER MAGIC:  
Spellcraft Using Sachets, Bottles, Poppets & Jars

 Bedell, Charity  
SKU: 139016 | 9780738772615 | $19.99  
Sub: Wicca  
PubDate: 01/08/2023 

CRYSTAL BASICS POCKET ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Energetic, 
Healing & Spiritual Power of 450 Gemstones

 Pearson, Nicholas  
SKU: 139132 | 9781644115039 | $19.99  
Sub: Gems, Stones & Crystals  
PubDate: 02/28/2023

DARK TO LIGHT: Volume II:  
Ancient Codes of Kabbalah, Zohar & Torah 

 Swerdlow, Stewart  
SKU: 139113 | 9781734928198 | $35.00  
Sub: Jewish Texts & Commentaries  
PubDate: 12/01/2022 

DHARMA IN DIFFICULT TIMES: Finding Your Calling In A 
Time Of Loss, Change, Doubt & Disappointment 

 Cope, Stephen  
SKU: 139071 | 9781401957285 | $17.99  
Sub: Hinduism   
PubDate: 01/10/2023 
 

DOORWAYS TO THE SOUL, VOL.1:  
Foundations Of Symbol Systems

 Seagrief, Derek R & Mikkelsen, Katja  
SKU: 138394 | 9780892542253 | $35.95  
Sub: Astrology: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 02/01/2023 

DOORWAYS TO THE SOUL, VOL.2:  
Integration Of The Archetypes

 Seagrief, Derek R & Mikkelsen, Katja  
SKU: 138393 | 9780892542260 | $35.95  
Sub: Astrology: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 02/01/2023 

ENCHANTMENT:  
Awakening Wonder In An Anxious Age (Hardcover)

 May, Katherine  
SKU: 139082 | 9780593329993 | $26.00  
Sub: Inspiration & Motivation   
PubDate: 02/28/2023 

EVERYDAY WITCH’S COVEN:  
Rituals & Magic For Two Or More

 Blake, Deborah  
SKU: 139017 | 9780738771595 | $18.99  
Sub: Wicca  
PubDate: 01/08/2023 

GENTLY DOWN THIS DREAM:  
Notes On My Sudden Departure

 Prather, Hugh & Prather, Gayle  
SKU: 139112 | 9781608688418 | $17.95  
Sub: Inspiration & Motivation   
PubDate: 12/09/2022 
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HI JAX & HI JINX:  
Life’s a Pitch - and Then You Live Forever

 Dame Darcy  
SKU: 139014 | 9781627310697 | $24.95  
Sub: Biographies & Personal Experiences  
PubDate: 12/04/2018 

HUMAN DESIGN: The Revolutionary System  
That Shows You Who You Came Here To Be

 Zoe, Jenna  
SKU: 139075 | 9781401971199 | $20.99  
Sub: Inspiration & Motivation   
PubDate: 01/24/2023 

LITTLE BOOK OF WITCHCRAFT:  
An Introduction To Magick & White Witchcraft

 Hurrell, Judith  
SKU: 139220 | 9781800074071 | $10.99  
Sub: Wicca  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

LLEWELLYN’S COMPLETE BOOK OF MEDITATION: 
A Comprehensive Guide To Effective Techniques For 
Calming Your Mind & Spirit (Oversized Print)

 Tubali, Shai  
SKU: 139012 | 9780738772066 | $27.99  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: General   
PubDate: 01/08/2023

MANDALA WAY:  
A Creative Journey Into Healing & Self-Empowerment

 Kedmy, Eitan  
SKU: 139104 | 9781786787163 | $24.95  
Sub: Mandalas  
PubDate: 01/10/2023

MEXICAN SORCERY:  
A Practical Guide To Brujeria De Ranco

 Davila, Laura  
SKU: 138849 | 9781578637812 | $18.95  
Sub: Ritual Magick  
PubDate: 02/01/2023 

NIGHT VISION:  
A Field Guide To Your Dreams (Hardcover)

 Cheung, Theresa  
SKU: 139051 | 9781786277237 | $19.99  
Sub: Dreams  
PubDate: 10/13/2020 

PEACEFUL MIND, AWAKENED LIFE: Tools To Help You 
Pass Through Difficulties & Experience Joy

 Boonngamanong, Kessuda  
SKU: 139111 | 9798847195294 | $14.99  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: General   
PubDate: 08/17/2022 

RAISING BABY BY THE STARS:  
A New Parent’s Guide To Astrology (Hardcover)

 Brown, Maressa  
SKU: 139226 | 9781648290954 | $20.00  
Sub: Astrology: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 02/21/2023

SECRET LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS  
(Hardcover) (new edition)

 Gray, Samantha  
SKU: 138861 | 9781800651937 | $16.99  
Sub: Folklore & Fairytales  
PubDate: 02/14/2023 
 

SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSE IN 100 SYMBOLS  
(Hardcover)

 Bartlett, Sarah  
SKU: 139050 | 9780785836964 | $14.99  
Sub: Symbols & Symbology  
PubDate: 01/15/2019 

SEEKING DRAGONS:  
Connecting To Dragon Energy & Magick

 Chandler, Virginia  
SKU: 139043 | 9780738769707 | $18.99  
Sub: Ritual Magick  
PubDate: 11/08/2022 

SEX SIGNS: Every Woman’s Astrological  &  
Psychological Guide To Love, Sex, Anger & Personal 
Power (new edition)

 Bennett, Judith  
SKU: 139013 | 9781250861962 | $19.99  
Sub: Astrology: Signs, Houses, Planets & Aspects  
PubDate: 09/27/2022

SIGNS & SYMBOLS OF THE WORLD:  
Over 1,001 Visual Signs Explained (Oversized Print)

 McElroy, D R  
SKU: 139049 | 9780785839651 | $12.99  
Sub: Symbols & Symbology  
PubDate: 07/06/2021

SIGNS IN LOVE: An Interactive Cosmic Road Map  
To Finding Love That Lasts

 Faulkner, Carolyne  
SKU: 139080 | 9780593538616 | $18.00  
Sub: Astrology: Relationships  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

SOURCE MAGIC: The Origin Of Art, Science & Culture

 Abrahamsson, Carl & de Mattos Frisvold, Nicolaj  
SKU: 138154 | 9781644115015 | $22.99  
Sub: Ritual Magick  
PubDate: 02/21/2023 
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SPARE (Hardcover)

 Prince Harry  
SKU: 139039 | 9780593593806 | $36.00  
Sub: Biographies & Personal Experiences  
PubDate: 01/10/2023 
 

SPIRIT OF HARRIET TUBMAN:  
Awakening From The Underground (Hardcover)

 Washam, Spring  
SKU: 139076 | 9781401963224 | $19.99  
Sub: Inspiration & Motivation   
PubDate: 01/24/2023 

SURVIVING YOUR SATURN RETURN: A Guided Journal  
To Help You Thrive In Your Cosmic Coming-Of-Age

 Fenrir, Phoebe  
SKU: 139213 | 9780762481736 | $18.00  
Sub: Astrology: Signs, Houses, Planets & Aspects  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

TALISMANIC MAGIC FOR WITCHES:  
Planetary Magic Simplified

 Barrabbas, Frater  
SKU: 139035 | 9780738774169 | $21.99  
Sub: Natural Magic: General  
PubDate: 02/08/2023 

TALKING TO SPIRITS: A Modern Medium’s  
Practical Advice For Spirit Communication

 Moon, Sterling  
SKU: 139032 | 9780738773476 | $16.99  
Sub: Mediumship   
PubDate: 02/08/2023 
 

TAROT IN LOVE:  
Consulting The Cards In Matters Of The Heart

 Adam, Elliot  
SKU: 139018 | 9780738768731 | $22.99  
Sub: Tarot Books  
PubDate: 01/08/2023 

TASTE OF JOY:  
Mediterranean Wisdom For A Life Worth Savoring

 Francis, Emily A  
SKU: 139031 | 9780738773681 | $18.99  
Sub: Inspiration & Motivation   
PubDate: 01/08/2023 

UNAPOLOGETICALLY MAGICK:  
Standing Strong At The Center Of Your Witchcraft

 Stevens, Whiskey  
SKU: 139033 | 9780738770017 | $16.99  
Sub: Wicca  
PubDate: 02/08/2023 

YEAR OF ANGEL GUIDANCE:  
An Introduction To Twelve New Guardians

 Robertson, Leeza  
SKU: 139019 | 9780738770314 | $17.99  
Sub: Angels   
PubDate: 01/08/2023 
 

YOU ARE MORE THAN YOU THINK YOU ARE:  
Practical Enlightenment For Everyday Life 

 Snyder, Kimberly  
SKU: 139078 | 9781401969943 | $16.99  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: General   
PubDate: 01/10/2023 
 

YOUR TAROT TOOLKIT:  
Simple Activities For Your Daily Practice

 Story, Ru-Lee  
SKU: 139021 | 9780738774114 | $24.99  
Sub: Tarot Books  
PubDate: 02/08/2023

Sidelines
AQUARIUS ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139117 | 9780738719467 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

ARIES ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139118 | 9780738719368 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

ATHAME: Short Scottish Dirk Dagger  
(overall length 10.5”)

 crafted in the USA  
SKU: 139041 | 9789991597119 | $25.50  
Sub: Ritual/Ceremonial/Magickal Sidelines  
PubDate: 11/18/2022

 BOLINE: Damascus Camel Bone & Frost Wood Handle 
(9” overall length w/sheath)

 White Deer  
SKU: 139052 | 9789991597126 | $69.00  
Sub: Ritual/Ceremonial/Magickal Sidelines  
PubDate: 11/21/2022 
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CANCER ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139119 | 9780738719399 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

CAPRICORN ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139120 | 9780738719450 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

CRYSTAL, BALL-20mm-blue  
(faceted; Austrian Swarovski lead crystal)

 Crystal Peddler  
SKU: 139106 | 9789991597133 | $15.08  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 11/23/2022

DIVINE FEMININE: A Self-Care Coloring Journal 

 Mantle, Sarina  
SKU: 137871 | 9781912634361 | $16.99  
Sub: Journals & Blank Books  
PubDate: 02/14/2023 

GEMINI ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139121 | 9780738719382 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

LEO ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139122 | 9780738719405 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

LIBRA ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139123 | 9780738719429 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

PISCES ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139124 | 9780738719474 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

SAGITTARIUS ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139125 | 9780738719443 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

SCORPIO ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139126 | 9780738719436 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

TAURUS ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139127 | 9780738719375 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

VIRGO ASTROLOGICAL CRYSTAL TALISMANS  
(4 crystals, card & pouch)

 Lo Scarabeo  
SKU: 139128 | 9780738719412 | $12.95  
Sub: Crystals, Stones & Accessories  
PubDate: 09/01/2009

WILDFLOWER FOLK COLORING BOOK (Oversized Print)

 Karron, Artist, Christine  
SKU: 138962 | 9781922573490 | $23.95  
Sub: Coloring Books  
PubDate: 02/01/2023 

Wellness Books
FUTURE ANCESTOR: A Guide & Journey To Oneness

 Sharman, Annabelle  
SKU: 139068 | 9781401968274 | $16.99  
Sub: Healing   
PubDate: 01/17/2023 
 

REZOOM: The Powerful Reframe To End The  
Crash-And-Burn Cycle Of Food Addiction

 Thompson, Susan Pierce  
SKU: 139070 | 9781401973407 | $17.99  
Sub: Addictions: General & Misc  
PubDate: 01/10/2023 

SPIRITS OF THE TAROT: From The Cups’ Abundance To 
The Magician’s Creation—78 Cocktail Recipes Inspired 
By The Tarot (Hardcover)

 Engst, Thea  
SKU: 139007 | 9781507219850 | $18.99  
Sub: Cookbooks: Beverages  
PubDate: 02/14/2023
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THROUGH NEW LEAF DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

INSPIRATIONAL CARD DECKS
from

THE ORIGINAL ANGEL CARDS
ISBN: 9780934245524 | $11.95

Experience one of the most powerful ways to connect 
with the angels.  Angels are inner companions, they 
help us look at the world in ways that infuse our lives 
with vitality and assist us to experience the deepest levels of 
understanding, creativity and caring.

An international bestseller! Over 1.3 million copies sold in 6 languages.

ALSO AVAILABLE!
Original Angel Cards Book……………….ISBN: 9780934245500 | $8.95
Original Angel Cards Deck & Book Set…ISBN: 9780934245517 | $19.95

BLESSING CARDS
ISBN: 9780965903288 | $12.95

Blessing Cards are a dynamic tool for self-development, 
transformation and opening to the power of the 
universe. Contained in this deck are 210 unique 
affirmations that express energy, attitude, aspirations, 
or a power of life. By drawing a card and allowing your 
energy to attune itself to that power, you align yourself 
with the forces of growth and progress that can help 
to transform your life, your family, and your world. 
Change starts with oneself.

CRYSTAL DEVA CARDS
ISBN: 9780965298001 | $29.95

The Crystal Deva Cards contain new information 
channels from the Crystal Devas, Guardians of 
the Mineral Kingdom, to help humankind heal the 
emotional and spiritual life lessons of today’s world. 
The 44-card deck features color photos of exquisite 
crystals. For healing, the Devas have energized each 
card with its stone’s vibration. The guidebook links 
the cards to empowering Devic messages, helping 
you transform your life by releasing outdated belief 
systems, emotional entrapments and fear. Very popular!

A  A  
NEW LEAF NEW LEAF 

BESTSELLER!BESTSELLER!
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Praise for Brain States

“Kenyon Shows us with numerous examples and vivid imagery how properly guided, focused 
intent is one of our most powerful allies in the journey of personal transformation.”

– Mark Woodhouse, Ph.D
(Associate Professor, Dept. of Philosophy; Georgia State University)

“For those exploring the frontiers of consciousness, either for personal growth or for the 
development of methods to help others, this book provides a valuable map and delightful 
insights into the journey.”

– Susan Kolb, M.D.
(Surgeon)

In this book, the founder 
of Acoustic Brain Research 
takes psychosomatics one 
step further, moving into 
the fascinating world of 

psychoacoustics. Through 
the use of hypnotic states 

and sound healing, Kenyon 
has developed methods 

that accelerates therapy and 
behavioral changes.

by Tom Kenyon, M.A.
ISBN13: 978-1-8806-9804-4

287 pgs
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